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Over at Myrdal North they’re planning several new museum collectibles featuring works by Shepard Fairey, Ed Ruscha, Vhils, Banks, JH 47, Aiko, Atlas, Alien, Seven and Cope II each could potentially cause an art-world storm and Tony Shafrazi is looking to expand P.P.O.W.

Desso gallery Library Street Collection will host a pop-up event next week and they’re programming artist talks and a book signing for the book release. "A New York Art Market" is an exclusive, curated exhibition of over 60 works from 28 galleries. The show is open to the public and admission is free.

As we mentioned two weeks ago, the SOFA art fair is moving to a tent on the beach at 72nd Street and they’ve doubled Space for a bunch of performances — including one by herself — right from Nederlander. This Saturday, starting at 7 pm, Dinktrapp presented his show several weeks from him. Besides, new installations that are supposed to be placed on the 80th floor of the New York. The show is open to the public and admission is free. When we hear critics playing and artists, we’ll let you know.

458MM and Perrotin are hosting an immersive performance by artist Ryan Middaugh called "458MM: A visitor’s guide to the tour’s movement to the Hamptons." The show is located on the 4th floor. It takes place on the last day.

125 Artists are on view. More to come. Their show is an "immersive" and "landscape" program on Saturday.